
X Series® 

Casegoods



Fluctuating business climates require organizations 

to adapt quickly and efficiently as priorities change. 

Your furniture must be nimble enough to respond to 

organizational changes—and your budget. X Series 

desks and casegoods adapt to your floorplate. Flex 

and grow. Convey your culture. Effectively leverage 

inventory. Accommodate your business needs with 

a variety of X Series applications without letting go 

of quality.
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Flex and Grow
Streamline your space planning as your organization evolves. X Series desks and casegoods provide 
simple workspace solutions for diverse and dynamic workstyles. It’s a comprehensive selection 
of casegoods, complemented by a robust storage platform, for a complete floorplate. Choose 
from desks, credenzas, returns, and bridges to transition between private and open workspaces. 
Incorporate products from Haworth’s Integrated Palette™, a kit of parts that includes storage, panels, 
moveable walls, tables, and accessories, to create a unified environment.
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Convey Culture and Brand
Design with consistency throughout facilities with the versatility of X Series. Tailor the 
look and feel of personalized workspace solutions with a generous selection of finishes, 
materials, and hardware that create a cohesive, visual aesthetic—from restrained to 
expressive. Expand your options by complementing desks and casegoods with X Series 
storage. Whether your culture leans toward traditional or progressive, X Series makes 
re-configuration easy, flexible, and consistent.

Create a variety of applications scalable to your needs, such as multi-use spaces 
that accommodate the range of workstyles in your organization.

Private studios offer guests and workers a quiet place to focus.
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Respond to Change
When change happens in your organization, be ready with a solution that effectively leverages 

inventory. X Series is designed to respond to business needs—physically and visually—for the 

long-term. Rely on its unsurpassed strength and security—backed by a lifetime warranty, steel 

core structure, patented box-in-box construction, full-extension steel ball bearing drawer slides, 

rack-and-pinion with dual-side lock bars on lateral files, and a superior direct locking system.  

X Series offers the quality and durability your organization requires—now and for the future.



Pull Options

Bring brand consistency to your work environment for a cohesive 
experience—no matter where you’re located.

Support impromptu discussions and heads-down work in adjacent spaces anyone can use.
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For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000.
Download additional copies at haworth.com
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